
Help! I need ideas for my next good read! 

New Fiction 
 How to tell Toledo from the night sky by Lydia Netzer.  A deeply religious scientist who searches the stars for 

proof of the existence of God and a pragmatist mathematician overseeing the construction of a massive 

superconductor fall in love, only to discover that their mothers orchestrated their romance.  

 The sleepwalker’s guide to dancing by Mira Jacob.  Brain surgeon Thomas Eapen's decision to shorten his visit 

to his mother's home in India has consequences that reverberate two decades later as he starts conversing with 

the dead and daughter Amina must sort through the family's past to help him. 

 A good year for roses by Gil McNeil.  Struggling to maintain a secure home for her three boys after a painful 

divorce, Molly inherits her aunt's crumbling manor house and opens a bed-and-breakfast that is challenged by 

her conniving brother, a scheming ex and an eccentric uncle.  

 The black hour by Lori Rader-Day.  Chicago sociology professor Amelia Emmet's experience with violence 

becomes more than academic when a student shoots her and kills himself, and her new teaching assistant hopes 

to make the incident the topic of his dissertation. 

 The girls from Corona del Mar by Rufi Thorpe.  The lifelong bond between hard-hearted Mia and kind Lorrie 

Ann is tested by the challenges of Mia's dysfunctional family and the tragic losses that transform Lorrie Ann's 

personality in ways that make Mia question her views about family and loyalty. 

 Queen of the tearling by Erika Johansen.  Coming out of exile to ascend her rightful throne, Princess Kelsea 

Raleigh Glynn, with a cadre of soldiers and the magical Tearling sapphire to protect her, makes a daring decision 

that evokes the wrath of the evil Red Witch, forcing her to embark on a quest to save her kingdom and fulfill her 

destiny. 

New Non-Fiction 
 Zoom: how everything moves: from atoms and galaxies to blizzards and bees by Bob Berman.  A science writer 

and former columnist for Discover magazine describes the natural motion of everything in the universe and 

explains how the intricate mechanics of everything around us does everything from keeping clouds afloat to 

influencing a home run. 

 Virtual unreality: just because the Internet told you, how do you know it’s true? By Charles Seife.  Explains 

how to separate fact from misinformation online, covering a wide range of interests from breaking news stories 

and online dating to program trading and Wikipedia. 

 The skeleton crew: how amateur sleuths are solving America’s coldest cases by Deborah Halber.  Citing tens of 

thousands of missing persons, unidentified remains and unsolved crimes in America, an introduction to amateur 

crime solving reveals how everyday concerned citizens can access online resources to help solve cold cases.  

 A wolf called Romeo by Nick Jans.  An award-winning writer and photographer tells the extraordinary story of a 

lone black wolf who, showing up on his doorstep, returned again and again to interact with the people and dogs 

of Juneau, giving humans a rare chance to understand it a little more. 

 Belle: the slave daughter and the Chief Justice by Paula Byrne.  This remarkable true account, which is soon to 

be a major motion picture, tells the story of Lord Mansfield, Lord Chief Justice, one of the most powerful men in 

the 18th century, and his highly controversial adoption of a mixed race girl, which resonated with the public as a 

campaign against slavery. 
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